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Details of Visit:

Author: gaijin-san
Location 2: Earls Court
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 28-Nov-2002 8:00 pm
Duration of Visit: 1 hr
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.agency-prelude.com

The Premises:

In a cheap hotel (not my choice, and was included in the price - she does not use her flat for
incalls). A bit tawdry and unpleasant.

The Lady:

An asiatic girl (well, I say 'girl' -- I would guess mid-30's), from somewhere in the former Soviet
empire. Claims to be Mongolian, and speaks English with a pronounced Russian accent. I don't see
much reason to doubt her. Not bad looking, but not gorgeous either. Judging by her figure, I would
guess she's had a child; she has a few moles on her face which she conceals with her fringe.

The Story:

With this lady, it's all about sex: no pretence of anything else and no qualms about taking advantage
of an inexperienced young thing. Without enquiring too carefully about the menu (I had a pretty
good idea), I gave her some extra dosh up front and asked for her best service (a bit profligate, but
that's how I am). I knew I was in for an interesting time when she said 'You can do anything you
like.' OWO was alright (I've had better) followed by (safe) straight sex in a couple of positions,
followed by some very smooth anal -- really remarkable: almost no lubrication necessary -- it just
slid right in; she can take it from the rear or from the front while lying face up (and I guess any other
way you can dream up...). I asked her solicitously if it hurt and she said not at all (!) -- I guess
practice make perfect. I finished off with CIM while having fingers simultaneously up her twin
orifaces. Jesus.. a bit of an anatomy lesson that.

A good experience, but I really wouldn't repeat it because 1) she's not really the stuff of fantasies
(unless you are into anal to the extent where it's the only thing that matters) and 2) I really disliked
the cheap hotel.
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